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Session 4 (7004)
Overview

 Review current progress on written questions & e-
learning modules – agree a target graduation date

 Empire, Colonialism & Imperialism

 LGBTQIA+ Definitions

 Gender identity vs, gender expression vs anatomical sex

 Inclusive Recruitment Process (Inclusion Crowd Model)

 [Group Exercise]



Self-Directed 
Learning

 Update on written responses

 Update on e-learning modules

 Agree a graduation date as a group



Quick Recap 
Session 1 - Module 7001



Session 2
Recap
(Module 7002)



Quick fire 
questions

 What percentage of millennials identify as transgender or gender 
non-conforming? 12%

 What is emotional contagion and why is understanding its effects 
important to your work environment?

 What is the difference between indirect discrimination and 
victimisation?

 If a client required help, advice regarding DEI, what tool would you 
use to frame the conversation?

 What is a SOAR analysis and what have you learnt, discovered 
from using it?

 What is a fishbone analysis and what did you learn/discover from 
using it?



Session 4
Module 7004



Introduction to 
Colonialism, 
Imperialism & 
Empire

 Colonialism is not a modern phenomenon. World history is full of 
examples of one society gradually expanding by incorporating 
adjacent territory and settling its people on newly conquered 
territory.

 In the sixteenth century, colonialism changed decisively because 
of technological developments in navigation that began to 
connect more remote parts of the world. 

 The modern European colonial project emerged when it became 
possible to move large numbers of people across the ocean and to 
maintain political control in spite of geographical dispersion. 

 This entry uses the term colonialism to describe the process of 
European settlement, violent dispossession and political 
domination over the rest of the world, including the Americas, 
Australia, and parts of Africa and Asia.

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/colonialism/

https://youtu.be/RzHbL0ByeLY



Colonialism: Crash Course Geography: https://youtu.be/RzHbL0ByeLY



Sexual Orientation



Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender

Queer
Questioning

Intersex Asexual



Abbreviations

 lesbian - term for women sexually and romantically oriented toward other 
women

 gay - any person attracted to the same gender

 bisexual - those who are sexually and romantically attracted both to men and 
women

 trans - an inclusive term for anyone whose gender identity does not match 
their sex assigned at birth

 transsexual - can mean someone transitioning from one sex to another using 
surgery or medical treatments; not in common usage

 transgender - term for someone who identifies as a different gender than 
what was assigned on their birth certificate

 questioning - when a person is exploring their sexuality, gender identity and 
gender expression

 queer - an inclusive term or as a unique celebration of not molding to social 
norms

 intersex - used for individuals who don’t fit into specific gender norms of 
woman or man; can also be used for those with reproductive anatomy that 
isn’t biologically typical

 asexual - uses for those who don’t feel sexual attraction to either sex or that 
don’t feel romantic attraction in the typical way

https://abbreviations.yourdictionary.com/what-does-lgbtqia-stand-for-full-acronym-explained.html



Other Terms in 
the LGBTQ+
Community

 ace - short for asexual

 bi - short for bisexual or bicurious

 cis - shortened version of cisgender (a person who identifies as the 
gender they were assigned at birth)

 closeted - state of being totally private about one's sexual orientation 
or gender identity

 coming out - the act of sharing one's sexual orientation or gender 
identity with loved ones

 fluid - term that describes one's sexual identity or gender identity as 
not set or binary

 gray-a - short for graysexual

 pan - shortened version of pansexual

 per - gender-neutral pronoun for those who do not identify as male or 
female (short for person)

 poly - short for polyamory or polyamorous

https://abbreviations.yourdictionary.com/what-does-lgbtqia-stand-for-full-acronym-explained.html



Abbreviations

The plus sign at the end of LGBTQIA+ can include members of other 
communities, including allies — people who support and rally the LGBTQIA+ 
cause even though they don’t identify within the community itself. Other 
identities included in the LGBTQIA+ are:

 agender - refers to those who do not identify as any gender at all

 demisexual - describes someone who requires an emotional bond to form a 
sexual attraction

 genderfluid - describes one's gender identity as self-expression and not static

 graysexual - refers to the “gray area” between asexuality and sexuality

 non-binary/genderqueer - a term used for those who do not conform to 
binary gender identities

 pansexual/omnisexual - a term for individuals with desire for all genders and 
sexes

 polyamorous - a term for those open to multiple consensual romantic or 
sexual relationships at one time

 sapiosexual - describes a person who is attracted to intelligence, regardless of 
a person’s gender identity

 two-spirit - a term used by Native Americans to describe a third gender 
(sometimes included as 2S in the main acronym as LGBTQIA2S+)

https://abbreviations.yourdictionary.com/what-does-lgbtqia-stand-for-full-acronym-explained.html



https://www.genderbread.org/explainers



Historical 
References

•c. 7,000 BCE – c. 1700 BCE – Among the sexual depictions in Neolithic and Bronze Age drawings and figurines from the 
Mediterranean are, as one author describes it, a "third sex" human figure having female breasts and male genitals or 
without distinguishing sex characteristics. In Neolithic Italy, female images are found in a domestic context, while images 
that combine sexual characteristics appear in burials or religious settings. In Neolithic Greece and Cyprus, figures are 
often dual-sexed or without identifying sexual characteristics.[2]

•c. 2900 BCE – c. 2500 BCE – A burial of a suburb of Prague, Czech Republic, a male is buried in the outfit usually 
reserved for women. Archaeologists speculate that the burial corresponds to a transgender person or someone of the 
third sex.[3]

•c. 400 BCE – Ancient Greek physician Hippocrates writes of the enarei, a class of androgynous Scythian priests and 
healers; "there are many eunuchs among the Scythians, who perform female work, and speak like 
women".[4][5] The enarei are also mentioned around the same time in Herodotus' work Histories; "the Scythians who 
plundered the temple were punished by the goddess with the female sickness, which still attaches to their posterity. 
They themselves confess that they are afflicted with the disease for this reason, and travellers who visit Scythia can see 
what sort of a disease it is. Those who suffer from it are called Enarees

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_transgender_history

•54 – Nero becomes Emperor of Rome. Nero married two men, Pythagoras and Sporus, in legal ceremonies, with Sporus 
accorded the regalia worn by the wives of the Caesars.[7]

•98 – Tacitus wrote in Germania that priests of the Swabian sub-tribe, the Naharvali[8] or Nahanarvali, "dress as women" 
to perform their priestly duties.[9]

•218 – 222 – Roman emperor Elagabalus's reign begins. According to Cassius Dio, Elagabalus delighted in being called 
the mistress, wife, and queen of Hierocles, one of Elagabalus's lovers.[10] The emperor wore makeup and wigs, preferred 
to be called a lady and not a lord, and offered vast sums to any physician who could provide the emperor with a 
vagina;[11][10] for this reason, the emperor is seen by some writers as an early transgender figure and one of the first on 
record as seeking sex reassignment surgery.[11][10][12][13]

•576 – Death of Anastasia the Patrician who left life as a lady-in-waiting in the court of Justinian I in Constantinople to 
spend twenty-eight years (until death) dressed as a male monk in seclusion in Egypt,[14] and has been adopted by 
today's LGBT community as an example of a "transgender" saint.[15][16]
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•Aleut: ayagigux', "Man transformed into a woman."[3]

•Aleut: tayagigux', "Woman transformed into a man."[3]

•Blackfoot: a'yai-kik-ahsi, "Acts like a woman." There are historical accounts of individuals who engaged in homosexual relationships, or who were born as men but lived their lives as women, possibly 
for religious or social reasons. These individuals were viewed in a wide variety of ways, from being revered spiritual leaders, brave warriors and artisans, to targets of ridicule.[23]

•Blackfoot: ááwowáakii, "A male homosexual."[24]

•Blackfoot: ninauh-oskitsi-pahpyaki, "Manly-hearted-woman." This term has a wide variety of meanings ranging from women who performed the roles of men, dressed as men, took female partners, or 
who participated in activities such as war.[25]

•Cree: napêw iskwêwisêhot, ᓇᐯᐤᐃᐢᑵᐏᓭᐦᐅᐟ, "A man who dresses as a woman."[11]

•Cree: iskwêw ka-napêwayat, ᐃᐢᑵᐤᑲᓇᐯᐘᔭᐟ, "A woman who dresses as a man."[11]

•Cree: ayahkwêw, ᐊᔭᐦᑵᐤ, "A man dressed/living/accepted as a woman."; possibly not a respectful term; others have suggested it is a third gender designation, applied to both women and men.[11]

•Cree: înahpîkasoht, ᐄᓇᐦᐲᑲᓱᐦᐟ, "A woman dressed/living/accepted as a man."; also given as "someone who fights everyone to prove they are the toughest".[11]

•Cree: iskwêhkân, ᐃᐢᑵᐦᑳᐣ, "One who acts/lives as a woman."[11]

•Cree: napêhkân, ᓈᐯᐦᑳᐣ, "One who acts/lives as a man."[11]

•Crow: batée. A word that describes both trans women and homosexual males.[26]

•Lakota: wíŋkte is the contraction of an older Lakota word, Winyanktehca, meaning "wants to be like a woman".[27] Winkte are a social category in historical Lakota culture, of male-bodied people who 
in some cases have adopted the clothing, work, and mannerisms that Lakota culture usually consider feminine. In contemporary Lakota culture, the term is most commonly associated with simply 
being gay. Both historically and in modern culture, usually winkte are homosexual, though they may or may not consider themselves part of the more mainstream LGBT communities. 
Some winkte participate in the pan-Indian Two Spirit community.[27] While historical accounts of their status vary widely, most accounts, notably those by other Lakota, see the winkte as regular 
members of the community, and neither marginalized for their status, nor seen as exceptional. Other writings, usually historical accounts by anthropologists, hold the winkte as sacred, occupying 
a liminal, third gender role in the culture and born to fulfill ceremonial roles that can not be filled by either men or women.[27] In contemporary Lakota communities, attitudes towards the winkte vary 
from accepting to homophobic.[27][28]

•Navajo: nádleeh (also given as nádleehi), "One who is transformed" or "one who changes".[29][30][31] In traditional Navajo culture, nádleeh are male-bodied individuals described by those in their 
communities as "effeminate male", or as "half woman, half man".[1] A 2009 documentary about the tragic murder of nádleeh Fred Martinez, entitled, Two Spirits, contributed to awareness of these 
terms and cultures.[1] A Navajo gender spectrum that has been described is that of four genders: feminine woman, masculine woman, feminine man, masculine man.[1]

•Ojibwe: ikwekaazo, "Men who chose to function as women" / "one who endeavors to be like a woman".[32]

•Ojibwe: ininiikaazo, "Women who functioned as men" / "one who endeavors to be like a man".[32] Academic Anton Treuer wrote that in Ojibwe culture "[s]ex usually determined one's gender, and 
therefore one's work, but the Ojibwe accepted variation. Men who chose to function as women were called ikwekaazo, meaning 'one who endeavors to be like a woman'. Women who functioned as 
men were called ininiikaazo, meaning, 'one who endeavors to be like a man'. The French called these people berdaches. Ikwekaazo and ininiikaazo could take spouses of their own sex. Their mates were 
not considered ikwekaazo or ininiikaazo, however, because their function in society was still in keeping with their sex. If widowed, the spouse of an ikwekaazo or ininiikaazo could remarry someone of 
the opposite sex or another ikwekaazo or ininiikaazo. The ikwekaazowag worked and dressed like women. The ininiikaazowag worked and dressed like men. Both were considered to be strong 
spiritually, and they were always honoured, especially during ceremonies."[32]

•Zuni: lhamana, men who at times may also take on the social and ceremonial roles performed by women in their culture. Accounts from the 1800s note that lhamana, while dressed in "female attire", 
were often hired for work that required "strength and endurance",[33] while also excelling in traditional arts and crafts such as pottery and weaving.[34] Notable lhamana We'wha (1849–1896), lived in 
both traditional female and male social and ceremonial roles at various points in their life, and was a respected community leader and cultural ambassador.

2 Spirit Terms – Multiple Tribes (Aleut tribe 8000 yrs old, Blackfoot 10,000 yrs old, Navajo 1,000 yrs old, Ojibwe 2,000 yrs old)
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Unconscious Bias
Implicit Bias



play

https://youtu.be/dVp9Z5k0dEE


Unconscious 
Bias

What is unconscious bias?

Unconscious (or implicit) bias is a term that describes the associations we hold, 
outside our conscious awareness and control. Unconscious bias affects everyone.

Unconscious bias is triggered by our brain automatically making quick judgments
and assessments. They are influenced by our background, personal experiences, 
societal stereotypes and cultural context. It is not just about gender, ethnicity or 
other visible diversity characteristics - height, body weight, names, and many other 
things can also trigger unconscious bias.

Unconscious bias can have a significant influence on our attitudes and behaviours, 
especially towards other people. It can influence key decisions in the workplace and 
can contribute to inequality, for example in selection and recruitment, appraisals, or 
promotion.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/resources/unconscious-bias/



Types of Bias

Types of bias and suggestions for action
This is not a comprehensive list but consider these types of unconscious bias:

Affinity or similarity bias
This bias can be described as the tendency to favour people who are like you in some way. For example, 
when hiring people, we may favour candidates who are similar to us or seem familiar, considering them a 
'good fit' for the team. Instead, we should value diversity and be asking 'what will this person add to our 
team?'

Confirmation bias
Once we make a decision or form an opinion, we tend to look for, and value, further information that 
confirms this. You can think of confirmation bias as 'cherry picking' or 'wishful thinking'. We may end up 
interpreting things in a certain way, or ignoring other information that contradicts our confirmation 
bias. This can cause problems in the workplace if we fail to notice an issue or make misjudgments.

The halo effect
This occurs when one perceived positive feature or trait makes us view everything about a person in a 
positive way, giving them a 'halo'. However, we may not actually know that much about a person, and the 
halo effect can lead us to ignore other aspects. This is something to consider when making formal 
assessments for example. The 'horn effect' is the opposite - when we focus on one particularly negative 
feature.

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/resources/unconscious-bias/



• Project Implicit Harvard University

• Take the tests and read your 
reports, to better understand your 
personal bias

• Understanding the areas you 
display bias will improve your 
relationship with DEI and positively 
contribute to more diverse 
workplaces



Targets, goal & 
Expectations

- How do you feel when you 
are asked about 
measurements / targets?

- At the end of this session 
we will be able to answer 
these questions



The
Proportionality
Principle





Inclusion in 
Recruitment
Thought-Leadership



Inclusion 
within 
recruitment



5 Tips for 
writing 
Inclusive Job 
Descriptions

 1. Avoid gender-coded words, like “rockstar,” “ninja,” and 
“dominate”

 2. Limit your job requirements to “must-haves”

 3. Avoid using unnecessary corporate speak and jargon

 4. Emphasize your company’s commitment to diversity and 
inclusion

 5. Call out inclusive benefits like parental leave and childcare 
subsidies

* https://www.linkedin.com/business/talent/blog/talent-acquisition/must-dos-for-writing-inclusive-job-descriptions



Gender Coding

What is gender-coded language?

It is words or phrases associated with a particular gender, specifically male or 
female, often based on stereotypes. Here are some examples of gender-coded 
words that often show up in job ads:

•Male: competitive, aggressive, challenge, decisive, courage/courageous, 
dominate, champion, driven, fearless

•Female: collaborative/collaborate, dependable, honest, loyal, interpersonal, 
enthusiastic/enthusiasm, committed, connect/connected, patient

Consider what these words have in common. They are predominantly adjectives that 
describe personal attributes rather than required outcomes of the job, specific 
experience, or other factual information.

* https://www.employerscouncil.org/



How to avoid 
Gender Coded 
Language

* https://www.employerscouncil.org/

How can employers avoid the trap of gender-coded language? Here are a few tips and 
pointers:

• Use language that clearly describes the duties and expectations of the job and the 
specific, required qualifications. Be factual and avoid embellishment, industry-speak,
and cliches

• Make sure job titles accurately describe the job. Replace creative titles with words like 
ninja, rock star, and superhero (gender-coded male terms) with neutral, descriptive 
titles like project manager, systems engineer, trainer, or sales territory manager

• Assess the applicant pool. Are applicants predominantly one gender? If so, it may be 
time to carefully review the job ad to see where adjustments can be made.

• Minimize the list of requirements and keep them job-related. Women are less likely to 
apply unless they meet 100% of the requirements, while men will apply if they meet 
roughly 80%

• Challenge ad writers to consider incumbents of all genders who perform the job well. If 
everyone in the role has historically been one gender, be intentional about choosing 
language that is less likely to be gender-coded

• Emphasise your brand using images and a well-written commitment to diversity and 
inclusion that accompanies the organization’s EEO statement

• Provide and communicate benefits offerings that include programs that support a 
diverse candidate pool. Consider family leave, flexible or hybrid schedules, and tuition 
reimbursement, or professional development programs



'Gender Coded'
words, language

Typically Female

•agree-
•affectionate-
•child-
•cheer-
•collab-
•commit-
•communal-
•compassion-
•connect-
•considerate-
•cooperat-
•co-operat-
•depend-
•emotiona-
•empath-
•feel-
•flatterable-
•gentle-
•honest-

•interpersonal-
•interdependen-
•interpersona-
•inter-personal-
•inter-dependen-
•inter-persona-
•kind-
•kinship-
•loyal-
•modesty-
•nag-
•nurtur-
•pleasant-
•polite-
•quiet-
•respon-
•sensitiv-
•submissive-
•support-

•sympath-
•tender-
•together-
•trust-
•understand-
•warm-
•enthusiasm-
•inclusive-
•yield-
•share-
•sharin-



'Gender Coded'
words, language

Typically Male

•active-
•adventurous-
•aggress-
•ambitio-
•analy-
•assert-
•athlet-
•autonom-
•battle-
•boast-
•challeng-
•champion-
•compet-
•confident-
•courag-
•decid-
•decision-
•decisive-
•defend-
•determin-

•determin-
•domina-
•dominant-
•driven-
•fearless-
•fight-
•force-
•greedy-
•head-strong-
•headstrong-
•hierarch-
•hostil-
•impulsive-
•independen-
•individual-
•intellect-
•lead-
•logic-
•objective-
•opinion-

•opinion-
•outspoken-
•persist-
•principle-
•reckless-
•self-confiden-
•self-relian-
•self-sufficien-
•selfconfiden-
•selfrelian-
•selfsufficien-
•stubborn-
•superior-
•unreasonab-



Disability
Recap from module 7002

If you’re disabled you have the same rights as other workers. Employers should also 
make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to help disabled employees and job applicants with:

 application forms, for example providing forms in Braille or audio formats

 aptitude tests, for example giving extra time to complete the tests

 dismissal or redundancy

 discipline and grievances

 interview arrangements, such as providing wheelchair access, communicator 
support

 making sure the workplace has the right facilities and equipment for disabled 
workers or someone offered a job

 promotion, transfer and training opportunities

 terms of employment, including pay

 work-related benefits like access to recreation or refreshment facilities



Search Pools

If you keep doing the same things you will keep getting the same results

 Be creative

 Promoted social media posts

 Social media groups

 Membership groups

 Network groups

 Inclusive job boards

 University job fairs (diverse universities)

 How else could you be creative, specific to your sector?



Inclusive 
Application 
Process



Also applies to 
the application 
process

 1. Avoid gender-coded words, like “rockstar,” “ninja,” and 
“dominate”. Have you run the advert through a gender 
decoder?

 2. Limit your job requirements to “must-haves”

 3. Avoid using unnecessary corporate speak and jargon

 4. Emphasize your company’s commitment to diversity and 
inclusion

 5. Call out inclusive benefits like parental leave and childcare 
subsidies

* https://www.linkedin.com/business/talent/blog/talent-acquisition/must-dos-for-writing-inclusive-job-descriptions



Suggested 
language

Always check with HR or Legal before 
making any changes to process.

Recap from module 7002

 Applicants with a disability are invited to contact us in confidence 
at any point during the recruitment process to discuss steps that 
could be taken to overcome operational difficulties presented by 
the job, or if any adjustments of support is required. Please state 
if you require any assistance, equipment, adaptations or 
adjustments to working conditions or to attend interview.

Please contact us in confidence at contact@yourcompany.com

mailto:contact@yourcompany.com


Fair 
Shortlisting

 Have you defined a shortlisting criteria?

 Is there a DEI target?

 Has everyone been trained/briefed on shortlisting?

 Is everyone using the same shortlisting scorecard?

 Are there at least 2 people shortlisting?

 Make sure at least two people are involved in the shortlisting 
process, this reduces the risk of personal bias by challenging any 
assumptions made by the other

 For certain technical or highly skills-based roles, ask for a work 
sample and/or integrate a short skills assessment as part of the 
initial application process.

 Adding personality or attitudinal questions as part of the initial 
screening process. This allows the “soft” skills of the candidates to 
be taken into consideration.

 Tell applicants what the job/team/company is about and have 
them respond with how they will contribute when they submit 
their initial application. This is a powerful tool in understanding the 
motivation and passion the applicants have for the type of work 
and the company.



Inclusive Interview



Diverse Panels

How can we ensure we recruit people from diverse backgrounds?

• Consider the makeup of the panel, is it diverse. Where possible you should always seek to have a panel 
that is diverse in terms of characteristics such as gender, age, ethnicity, nationality and socio-economic 
background. This is not always possible, but is a good position to strive for. Be careful to not overburden 
certain staff members when including measures like this. It is not fair to expect someone to sit on almost 
every selection panel in your department, even if they are happy to do so

• Be aware of unconscious bias, it affects everyone, no matter how progressive you think you are. This is 
why it is called unconscious bias, because even if your conscious mind has a series of progressive beliefs, 
your unconscious mind may not. Unconscious bias leads you to make judgements about people based on 
their appearance and key characteristics. Tackling this is about recognising your inbuilt prejudices and 
challenging them. It is also about challenging those on the same panel as you if they are inclined to decide 
on the basis of unconscious (or conscious) bias. Find out your implicit associations about race, gender, 
sexual orientation, and other topics through these tests compiled by Harvard University. You will need to 
register to take to the test

https://www.stmarys.ac.uk/hr/equality-diversity-inclusion/decision-making.aspx

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html


Inclusive 
Interview

Some questions to avoid

 When do you plan to get married?

 Do have any children?

 When do you plan to have children?

 How old are your children?

 Will childcare arrangements be a problem for you?

 How many sick days did you take last year?

 Will the hours of the job clash with your family commitments?

 Are you religious?

 Where do you live?

 Where were you born?

 Have you ever been convicted of a crime?

 Aren’t you possibly a little old to cope with this job?

 Aren’t you a little young to hold a position of this level?

 Don’t you want to be earning more money than this at your age?

 What is your native tongue?

 Where were you born?

 How long have you lived here?

 Are you a UK citizen?

Although this last question may seem like the simplest and direct method to find out if an interviewee is 
legally able to work in the UK, it remains unlawful to be asked in such a way. Your response may be 
“I am authorised to work in the UK.” However, it is important to note that the employer does have a right 
to ask whether you are legally entitled to work in the UK. Neither is it illegal for them to choose whether 
or not to select you based on your fluency in English.



Disability 
Discrimination

When you are applying for a job, employers may legally ask for details of your health or whether you 
have a disability but The Equality Act 2010 places some limits on questions an employer can rightfully 
ask.

The reason they do have the right to ask is that an employer is only obliged to make ‘reasonable 
adjustments’ to accommodate a disabled person. If a candidate is unable to do the job despite 
adjustments being made, then the employer is allowed to reject the application.

Some reasonable questions would include:-

• How might you be able to carry out XXX function of the job?
• Are there any adjustments we would need to make to accommodate your disability?

But anything which is assuming or irrelevant is deemed as illegal, i.e.

• Don’t you think it would be difficult to do this job with your disability?
• How did you acquire your disability?

You would only need to briefly describe the nature of your disability and any adjustments they would 
be required to make – it may help to clarify how a previous employer made those adjustments (if 
applicable). It might also be in your interest to look into any disability grants or funding that the 
employer is entitled to which should be mentioned during your interview. Fundamentally, what is 
most important is your ability to do the job once any reasonable adjustments have been made and 
you should reiterate this to the interviewer.

https://www.interview-skills.co.uk/free-information/interview-guide/illegal-interview-questions



Great 
Onboarding 
(DEI) Induction

• Does your organisation have an onboarding process?

• Is the process consistent and do all new starts receive the same material?

• Have you included the organisations position on bullying, harassment or 
victimisation?

• Have you included DEI commitments in the onboarding session?

• Do you record what employees have completed their induction?

• Do ALL employees know how to raise a grievance, report incidents of 
discrimination etc?



Candidate 
Feedback

• Are you capturing feedback from candidates? How did they find the process / 
working with you?

• Do they feel safe and secure applying for the role (psychological safety)

• Do you understand the volume of candidates who drop out of the process 
and why? Can you segment these into any of the protected 
characteristics? Are there trends/patterns?

• Is there a standard approach to capturing feedback or is it ad hoc?

• Are you taking action, using the feedback to improve your process?



Group Exercise
Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations & Results








